
Experience Media Studios produces and manages 
content for the real-time conversation, tracking 
and measuring the results whether it is for 140 
carefully chosen characters on Twitter or the next 
installment for your YouTube channel.

We develop a unique content strategy for each client - founded on the time-
tested fundamentals of solid brand development and integrated with smart 
marketing strategies for the constantly changing media landscape. We create 
engaging experiences for the audience that are agile and authentic.

Marketing & Branding Services

INTEGRATED MARKETING
Experience Media Studios delivers a connected marketing platform - bringing 
together the near-limitless tools and technologies to plan and execute marketing 
programs, with precise targeting, audience profiling, and outcome measurement.

EMS develops a solid strategy and plan to integrate digital and traditional channels 
in a comprehensive plan that places your content and brand where your audience 
is, at the right time to engage them in the conversation and build the dialogue. Our 
methods create connected opportunities for engagement across paid, earned, and 
owned channels with innovative campaign ideas and detailed tactics - the right mix 
of touchpoints for audience interaction.

BRANDING
Experience Media Studios excels in creating compelling brands across the digital 
universe, leveraging the proven approach of the studio system to develop 
strategies, produce content, and mobilize resources for best practices and expertise 
that works in the real world.

We take the time to gain the knowledge necessary to make your brand succeed 
- from launch to unlocking a lifetime of value.  Our approach is not about forcing 
your brand into a playbook but building a viable brand strategy from the ground up 
that makes your brilliant concept a reality.

MEDIA BUYING & ADVERTISING CREATIVE
Simply put, Experience Media believes in planning before buying. That means 
we provide an integrated approach that considers all facets of your marketing 
and messages to craft a connected strategy for digital, online, and traditional 
advertising.  We recognize that producing a desirable ROI  - and however that 
definition may vary for each unique client - translates to getting the right message 
to the right people at the right time.

Combining talented creative with proprietary platforms for monitoring and 
measuring ad performance, we are efficient and nimble, responding to changes in 
the evolving ecosystem of messaging for optimal campaign results.

VISIT www.experiencemediastudios.com   PHONE +1 877.837.1375   EMAIL marketing@experiencemediastudios.com
LIKE facebook.com/experiencemediastudios   FOLLOW @ExpMediaStudios

THE EXPERIENCE MEDIA APP

An innovative connection 
between your media and your 
audience.

Leverage the Experience Media 
Studios App for Apple and 
Android platforms to immerse 
your real-world audience in your 
branded digital entertainment 
experience.

When the Gold Play Shield is 
integrated into your marketing 
and branding efforts both 
offline and online, it becomes 
the key for your audience to 
unlock exciting content and 
experience an augmented reality 
on their smartphones or tablets 
with your videos, music, 3D 
animations - whatever content 
you imagine.


